CartoDB announces new release and changes the way
maps are created on the web.
Multilayer support brings journalists, developers, cartographers and data
scientists a new and improved way to create dynamic maps on the web.
11 JULY 2013, NEW YORK, USA

SUMMARY

CartoDB lowers the bar for people with data who want to make maps. With the latest release of
browser-based mapping tool, anybody with data can publish beautiful and advanced maps and data
visualizations on the web.

C artoDB allows users to visualize data, publish maps, and create interactive visualizations using
the web. Over recent days, the innovative platform has upgraded users to a revamped version of their
online tool. The release brings with it a variety of new features, including improved data filters, new
visualization wizards, better data management tools, and multi-layer visualization support. Now, users
with little or no coding skills can upload and mix datasets to create beautiful maps with ease.
When Google Maps was released, it revolutionized the way people could access and consume
geospatial data. With today’s release of CartoDB, the platform is positioning itself to revolutionize the
way people can create maps and share geospatial data on the web. The platform helps move people
away from complex and expensive desktop tools and into an intuitive web-based application,
reducing the steep learning curve that has historically stood in the way of putting geospatial data on
the web. The latest release of CartoDB has been carefully crafted to help any user quickly become an
expert map-maker.
CartoDB is the perfect tool to analyze data, create maps and develop applications. Already maps
have been created using the new version of CartoDB to help scientists monitor deforestation, to
visualize traffic patterns, and to share tweets during the NBA finals or during the Wimbledon tennis
tournament on the Twitter blog. Journalists, developers, cartographers and data scientists now have
an incredibly powerful tool to make maps online. As always, all the code for CartoDB has been
published as open source.
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QUOTES

"CartoDB is unique in combining ambitious, elegant mapping with the accessibility of free
tools. If you want to show complex geo data - in an accessible, shareable way - for most
people CartoDB will be the best solution."
— Simon Rogers - Twitter

"CartoDB designed from the ground up for the web, so now users can create their maps in an
intuitive and easy to use interface."
— Sergio Álvarez Leiva - Lead Designer and Co-Founder at CartoDB
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ABOUT CARTO

CARTO leads the world of location intelligence, empowering any organization and individual to discover and
predict key insights through location data. With CARTO’s intuitive location intelligence platform, analysts and
developers build self-service location based apps that help optimize operational performance, strategic
investments, and everyday decisions.

Founded in 2012 by a team of experts in geospatial development, big data analytics, and visualization
techniques, CARTO is based in New York and Madrid, with additional locations in Washington D.C., London, and
Estonia. CARTO has a team of 100 employees, a portfolio of 1,200 customers including BBVA, BCG, NYC,
Twitter, and Vodafone and more than 200,000 users over the globe. The company is backed by investors such as
Accel and Salesforce Ventures.
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